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Meet our Clubs 

Visit our section dedicated to meet all the Council 

Clubs.  

 In this feature, The Houston Photochrome Club.  
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Continues on Page 2 

Update your Roster 

Attention all GSCCC Reps, help us to keep updated with your 

Club’s latest roster of active members. Please email regularly to  

Rose Parker to parker52@cox.net 

So what's the secret to taking good 
pictures in the wilds of your State? Here 
are a few tips to keep in mind for 
beginners starting out on the wonderful 
route of Nature Photography.  
 
The first thing is:  
 
1. Learn to see the light.  
Look for interesting combinations of: 
color, light (and shadow) and texture. 
The best light is usually morning light 
(warmer, yellow), late afternoon, or 
evening light (warmer, a hint of red to 
full red). Mid-day light can make 
shadows and bright contrast that are 
difficult for the film to handle. If 
landscape photography is you 
passion, learning to the see the light is 
the single most important talent you 
need to develop; that also means that 
you need to make the most of every 
opportunity available. 
 
2. Try new perspectives 
Get up close to the flower or bark of a 
tree; maybe only inches away. Look up, 
look down. One great tip is to look 
behind you; sometimes the best photo is 
the one you just walked by but saw from 
the wrong side. Freeze the motion of a 
waterfall with a fast shutter speed, or 
blur it with a slow one. 

Don't always make the main subject the 
center of the photo. Try the rule of 
thirds, placing the main subject of the 
photo in the left or right third of the 
frame. 
When photographing landscapes, give 
the photo a feeling of depth by including 
close objects in the frame as well as the 
distant subject. These also add a sense of 
scale to the photo. Find situations where 
the close in objects frame the further 
object. Remember to use a tripod in such 
situations. That will allow you to use the 
smallest aperture possible, giving you the 
highest depth of field. 
 
3. Get as close as possible to your 
subject 
Really close. closer. Fill up the frame. It's 
easy to be too far away from your 
subject, but hard to get too close. When 
in doubt, get closer. 
Many beginning nature photographers 
are amazed when they see their first 
wildlife photos. The animal they found, 
and painstakingly stalked and 
photographed are small dots on the film, 
barely recognizable. Very often there is 
simply no way to get a frame filling photo 
without good telephoto equipment, but 
there have been instances when one 
could have gotten closer but did not. 
What happened? First, our eye doesn't 

need much to identify an animal, a bit of 
grey in a sea of green ... oh, it's a rhino in 
the grassland. When you saw the animal, 
it filled your entire attention; you blocked 
out everything around it and saw only 
that animal. But the camera can't do 
that, it shows things as they are with all 
their imperfections. Secondly, keep in 
mind that when you take a picture, 
you're reducing the image when you 
photograph it. You see a bird, that is only 
4" tall up close, and reduce it to maybe 
1/4" on a standard print. That's not at all 
like the photos you've seen in magazines. 
Why? Because the professional 
photographer got close enough to the 
animal to make a print that may be larger 
than life size. Proximity is what impresses 
the viewer. 
How do you get that close?  Patience plus 
technique. A telephoto lens is preferable. 
In addition, many photographers use 
a hide, a camouflaged hiding place. It 
may be a tent, a bush, a wall of 
camouflage material, a car, or even a 
window. The point is, the photographer 
lets the wildlife come in close to him or 
her. While using hides, remember that 
the welfare of the animal comes 
foremost. Nesting birds are very sensitive 
to intrusion, so be very careful. 
The one obvious exception to this get 
close rule is landscapes.  
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5. Travel as much as you can 
The best photo opportunities present 
themselves, only during certain times of the 
year, at any given place. So be ready to 
travel, to catch every place, at its most 
opportune time. Although you might want 
to go to the same place again, in a different 
season and at different time of day. Explore 
& experiment. 
 
6. Take a lot of photographs 
Most serious photographers take several 
shots of the same subject, trying several 
different angles and exposures. A 
complement to this rule is to always have 
extra memory cards and batteries with you. 
 
7. Take notes 
Like cooking, if you can't remember the 
recipe you used the one time you got it 
right, you'll never learn enough to do it 
again. Try to note location, time of day, lens 
used, aperture and shutter speed. Try 
making a standard form that you can fill out 
as soon as you take the photograph. 
 
8. Practice with your camera 
You do need to use your camera enough 
that it becomes second nature to you. Often 
you’ll need to change settings in the dark. 
Many opportunities in nature photography 

While a telephoto can give you an 
interesting up close perspective of a 
mountain or a stream, a wide angle lens 
will most closely recreate what you're 
seeing. Your eye is able to take in an entire 
landscape at once, but your camera can 
only capture part of that view. 
 
4. Use a tripod whenever you can. 
This is the advice that all beginners ignore, 
but you should not. Take a tripod with you 
whenever you photograph. Many 
telephoto lenses are difficult to hold still. 
Telephotos also cause you to lose some 
light gathering ability, so you frequently 
have to use slower shutter speeds. At any 
shutter speed slower than the focal length 
of your lens (for example, slower than 
1/50 sec. with a 50 mm. lens or 1/200 sec. 
with a 200 mm. lens), you'll risk blurring 
the photo. You can minimize this by 
bracing your camera hand against a solid 
object like a tree or a rock, but that will 
usually only gain you one stop slower than 
normal. 
For the beginner, most any tripod will do. 
But the lighter the tripod, the more likely 
you are to take it with you. Make sure 
your tripod weight capacity can hold your 
heaviest lens and body together. 
 

are fleeting; you don't want to miss it 
because you couldn't remember how 
to over-ride the auto-exposure 
setting, etc. Keep practicing. 
 
9. Enjoy your subject 
Don't get so wrapped up in 
photographing that you forget to 
enjoy what you're seeing. A 
photograph is a poor substitute for 
being there, so enjoy it while you're 
there. Make photography part of the 
overall fun, not an end in itself. As you 
progress in your work, you will need 
to share your ideas and experiences 
with others; we hope you can always 
share with Us. 
 
10. Read books 
There are many good books on Nature 

photography available. I can’t choose 

a favorite, in my personal library 

there’s many books from National 

Geography to Canon Explorers of 

Light. All of them, adventurers and 

nature lovers. More than technique 

tips, I look for spots to add to my ever 

growing bucket list.  

Use a large aperture for shallow depth of field to 
isolate your subject from a busy background. 

Use a small aperture for large depth of field. Focus one third into 
the image to have the whole landscape in focus.    



The definitions from PSA apply to all Nature GSCCC competitions. There are only two reasons for 
disqualifying a nature image: (1) The image didn’t fit the criteria for Nature, i.e. a domestic plant or 
animal and (2) an image has been improperly manipulated (see the Nature definition).  Prints and 
Digital compete separately. Both categories may include Color or B&W images.  
 
Check out the winners of last month’s Nature Prints and Projected Digital competitions in Page 8 & 9 
of this newsletter.  

Share your Vision in our Competitions 
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PSA Definition of Nature 
without changing the nature story or 
the pictorial content, or without 
altering the content of the original 
scene, are permitted including HDR, 
focus stacking and dodging/burning. 
Techniques that remove elements 
added by the camera, such as dust 
spots, digital noise, and film scratches, 
are allowed. Stitched images are not 
permitted. All allowed adjustments 
must appear natural. Color images can 
be converted to grey-scale 
monochrome. Infrared images, either 
direct-captures or derivations, are not 
allowed.  
 
Images used in Nature Photography 
competitions may be divided in two 
classes: Nature and Wildlife. Images 
entered in Nature sections meeting the 
Nature Photography Definition above 
can have landscapes, geologic 
formations, weather phenomena, and 
extant organisms as the primary subject 
matter. This includes images taken with 
the subjects in controlled conditions, 
such as zoos, game farms, botanical 
gardens, aquariums and any enclosure 
where the subjects are totally 
dependent on man for food.  
 
Authentic wildlife is defined as one or 
more organisms living free and 
unrestrained in a natural or adopted 

Nature photography is restricted to 
the use of the photographic process to 
depict observations from all branches 
of natural history, except 
anthropology and archeology, in such 
a fashion that a well informed person 
will be able to identify the subject 
material and to certify as to its honest 
presentation.  
 
The story telling value of a 
photograph must be weighed more 
than the pictorial quality while 
maintaining high technical quality. 
Human elements shall not be present, 
except where those human elements 
enhance the nature story.  
 
The presence of scientific bands, 
scientific tags or radio collars on wild 
animals is permissible.  
 
Photographs of artificially produced 
hybrid plants or animals, mounted 
specimens, or obviously set 
arrangements, are ineligible, as is any 
form of manipulation that alters the 
truth of the photographic statement.  
 
No techniques that add, relocate, 
replace, or remove pictorial elements 
except by cropping are permitted. 
Techniques that enhance the 
presentation of the photograph 

habitat. Therefore, landscapes, 
photographs of zoo or game farm 
animals, or any living subject 
taken under controlled conditions 
are not eligible for Wildlife 
competitions. Authentic wildlife is 
not limited to uncontrolled 
zoological subjects. Land and 
marine botanical subjects in the 
wild (including fungi and algae) 
are also eligible subjects, as are 
animal carcasses.  
Images entered in Wildlife 
sections meeting the Nature 
Photography Definition above are 
further defined as one or more 
extant zoological or botanical 
organisms free and unrestrained 
in a natural or adopted 
habitat.  Landscapes, geologic 
formations, photographs of zoo or 
game farm animals, or of any 
extant zoological or botanical 
species taken under controlled 
conditions are not eligible in 
Wildlife sections.  Wildlife is not 
limited to animals, birds and 
insects. Marine subjects and 
botanical subjects (including fungi 
and algae) taken in the wild are 
suitable wildlife subjects, as are 
carcasses of extant species. 
Wildlife images may be entered in 
Nature sections of Exhibitions.  



Thanks to all the participant to the competitions and for sending 

your images on time for publishing. 

Thank you Dwayne Anders from Shreveport PS for the results of 

the Pictorial Competition, both Color and B&W prints.   And to 

Larry Petterborg from the Heard Nature Photographers for the 

Nature Competition results, both Projected and Prints. 

And last, but not least, thanks to our collaborators, your ideas 

keep this Newsletter interesting.  

THANK YOU! 
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the various competitions that occur throughout the 
year. With that in mind we thought you might 
be interested in Peter's panels and you might like to 
share them with your members in newsletters, 
facebook pages etc. Lo res individual images attached 
and labelled so you know what you’re looking at.  
 
www.explorelight.com 

 
 
We've just launched a brand new website dedicated to 
our workshops and courses. We've brought a few 
other photographers on board as well to expand the 
range of things we're offering. Just though you might 
be interested news wise for the club. 
 
http://www.explorelightphotographyworkshops.com/ 
 
If you would like any additional information please let 
me know.  
 

Many Thanks, 

Jelena 

 

Check out this letter from Jelena Derk to our Clubs: 

Just wanted to touch base as we have some news 
and award winning panels that we thought your 
members might be interested in. Peter Gordon is 
currently FEPEuropean Photographer of the 
Year as well as Irish Professional Photographer 
of the Year 2013 and 2014. The winning panels 
are drawn from 'Travel and Pictorial', 'Reportage' 
and 'Landscape' categories.  
 
We know the amazing work that happens at 
camera club level and the enthusiasm there is for 

Explore the Light 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

     1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31       

August  20 14  

Catch this Summer’s Super Moon. Rising on Aug 9th and again on Sept 9th.  

http://www.explorelight.com/
http://www.explorelightphotographyworkshops.com/
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Since 1967, the Houston Photochrome Club has kept a membership 
of avid photographer with the common denominator of enjoy 
learning and helping others to learn about our favorite subject: 
Photography. Although originally a color transparency (slide) club, 
we have since adopted projected digital photography and imaging 
as our medium.    

At our meetings, we sponsor competition in this medium.  Many of 
our members' interests are not only in digital  photography, but 
also extend into transparencies (slides), color and black & white 
prints, digital editing  as well as other areas of our hobby. 

Our meetings, workshops, and field trips are monthly, but the social 
event of the year for our club is our annual awards presentation.  
The highlight is a show of our "Images of the Year Contest" entries, 
capped with an awards presentation honoring the contest's 
winners.  The event program also includes the installation of the 
coming year's officers.  

A great way to learn more about photography is to participate in 
our workshops and field trips.  

Our field trips are typically (but not always) scheduled for the 
weekend following our monthly meeting.  Field trips not only offer 
good subject matter for your camera, but odds are, you can learn 
something from your fellow club members.  Our field trips are 
usually to a destination in the Houston area, like Brazos Bend State 
Park, or  Nelson Water Gardens, but sometimes they are to other 
scenic areas in Texas requiring an overnight stay. 

In the past, our February trip has been to the birder's 
paradise,  Rockport, Texas.   Other overnight trips have included the 
Calliham Unit of Choke Canyon State Park, in south central Texas. 

As they provide opportunities for shooting interesting or beautiful 
subjects, participation in field trips can help shooters capture some 
excellent images. 

Participation in our workshops is another avenue that enables our 
members to learn about photography as well as produce some 
quality images.   At our workshops, you will learn about the various 
aspects of the field, such as portraiture, close-up photography, and 
still life lighting techniques.  Some workshops provide hands-on 
training in digital topics or certain photographic special effects.  

Workshops are held at 7pm on alternating fourth Thursdays of 
every month except for November and December; and are usually 
(but not always)  at the Tracy Gee Community Center at 3599 
Westcenter Drive.  This is the same location where we have our 
meetings.  See map below.  Please see our newsletter for schedule 
information. 

Visit us at our website for more information and an Archive of our 
members’ photos and our Club’s newsletter. 

John Gamble, President 

 

Meet Our Clubs:  
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The Houston Photochrome Club 

Send me an introduction of your Club  to include in our next Newsletters to:sgaitan52@gmail.com 

mailto:sgaitan52@gmail.com?subject=GSCCC:%20Meet%20our%20Club


2014—2015 GSCCC Competitions  
We still need Your Club! 

Contact Tom Savage and volunteer to judge for our monthly 
Competitions 

Month Competition Judging Club Send Entries to: 

August 

Pictorial Projected Digital 

Corpus Christi Camera Club 

  

c/o Lynette Browning 

5401 Armstrong Dr. 

Corpus Christi, TX  78413 

lutherbrowning@sbcglobal.net 

361 - 992 - 5499 

PJ (Projected Digital & Prints) 

Cowtown CC - PJ Digital 

 

Tom Savage 

1336 North Creek Dr 

Saginaw, TX  76179 

savagetom@charter.net 

817-229-7655 

Cowtown CC - PJ Prints 

 

Carmen Mowrer 

8241 Shady Valley Dr 

Benbrook, TX 76116 

ccmowrer@icloud.com 

September 

Pictorial Prints (Color & B&W) 

Houston Camera Club 

  

Leslie Niemand 

4003 Ashton Villa Court 

Sugar Land, Texas 77479 

(281) 242-4717 

lniemand@windstream.net 

Nature (Projected Digital & Prints) 

Plano Photography Club 

 

c/o Danette Volkmer 

8822 Plano Parkway 

Dallas, Texas  75238 

volkmer@tx.rr.com         

214-349-9055 
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2014—2015 GSCCC Competitions  
Month Competition Judging Club Send Entries to: 

October 

Pictorial Projected Digital  NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

PJ (Projected Digital & Prints) 

Dallas Camera Club 

 

Suzanne Graham 

3524 Silverwood 

Carrollton, Tx 75007 

suz_graham@yahoo.com 

972-394-7541 

November 

Pictorial Prints (Color & B&W) 

Oklahoma Camera Club 

 

c/o CaroL McCreary 

425 SW 53rd Street 

Oklahoma City, Ok.  73109 

405 - 634 - 1817 

 tcmccreary@cox.net 

Nature (Projected Digital & Prints) 

Jackson Photo Society 

 

Fred Wiggins 

425 Cumberland Ct 

Madison, MS 39110 

601-421-8909 

jps.gsccc.central@gmail.com 

December No Competitions 

January 

Pictorial Projected Digital 
  NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

PJ (Projected Digital & Prints) 
 NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

February 

Pictorial Prints (Color & B&W) 
 NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

Nature (Prints)  NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

Nature (Projected Digital) 
 NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

March 

Pictorial Projected Digital 
 NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

PJ (Projected Digital & Prints) 
 NEED A CLUB TO VOLUNTEER 

April Annual Convention and Year End Awards 

mailto:tcmccreary@cox.net
mailto:jps.gsccc.central@gmail.com
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NATURE — PROJECTED DIGITAL 

Judged by Heard Nature Photographers 

1st    Title: Sea Stack Sunset  15 
 Maker: Carmen Mowrer 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

2nd    Title: Taking Off   14 
 Maker: Tom Whipple 
 Club: Oklahoma CC 

 
3rd    Title: Between a rock and a hard place14 

Maker: Marilyn Graham 
 Club: Cowtown CC 
  
1st HM Title: Feeding Babies   14 

Maker: Tom Savage 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

 
2

nd
 HM Title: Atchafalaya Nest  13 

              Maker:  Mark Lagrange 
 Club:  Louisiana PS 

Nature Projected Digital—2nd Place 
“Taking Off” 

By Tom Whipple from Oklahoma CC 

Nature Projected Digital -   3rd Place 

“Between A Rock and A Hard Place” 

By Marilyin Graham from Cowtown CC. 

Nature Projected Digital —1st Place 
“Sea Stack Sunset”   

By Carmen Mowrer from Cowtown CC 

13  Clubs Participating 

Nature Projected Digital Club Totals 

50 Cowtown CC 

47 Lafayette  PS 

47 Louisiana PS 

44 Oklahoma CC 

41 Houston PC 

44 Houston CC 

39 Plano PC 

38 Dallas CC 

37 Great New Orleans CC 

37 Jackson PS 

36 Shreveport PC 

34  Beaumont CC 

34 West Bank CC 

25 Cowtown CC 
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NATURE PRINTS 

Judged by Heard Nature Photographers 

Nature Prints  - 1st Place— “All Fish Must Die” 

 By Ron Shue from Cowntown CC 

Nature Prints- 3rd Place 

“Hummingbirds” 

By Kathy Reeves from Louisiana PS 

Nature Prints Club Totals  

7 Clubs Participating 

Cowtown CC 50 
Oklahoma CC 44 
Louisiana PS 39 
Dallas CC 39 
Great New Orleans CC 38 
Jackson PS 37 
Shreveport PC 36 

Nature Prints—2nd Place 
“Mamba”   
By J.D. McClung from Oklahoma CC 

1st    Title: All Fish Must Die        15 
 Maker: Ron Shue 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

2nd    Title: Mamba          13 
 Maker: J.D. McClung 
 Club: Oklahoma CC 

 
3rd    Title: Hummingbirds         13 

Maker: Kathy Reeves 
 Club: Louisiana PS 
  
1st HM Title: Departing the Scene        12 

Maker: Jack Young 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

 
2

nd
 HM Title: Totem Pole and YeiBi Chei   12 

              Maker:  Dee Overturf 
 Club:  Cowtown CC 
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Pictorial Color Prints —1st Place 
“Pastel Sunset”   

By Don Mowrer from Cowtown CC 

PICTORIAL — COLOR PRINTS 

Judged by Shreveport Photo Society 

1st    Title: Pastel Sunset   13 
 Maker: Don Mowrer 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

2nd    Title: My Belle   12 
 Maker: Cindy Lewis 
 Club: Lafayette Ps 

 
3rd    Title: Marisa Smile    12 

Maker: Randy Car 
 Club: Oklahoma CC 
  
1st HM Title: An American Neighbor  12 

Maker: Ron Shue 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

 
2

nd
 HM Title: Wow What a Ride  12 

              Maker:  Marilyn Graham 
 Club:  Cowtown CC 

Pictorial Color Prints —2nd Place 
“My Belle” 

By Cindy Lewis from Lafayette PS 

Pictorial Color Prints -   3rd Place 

“Marisa Smile” 

By Randy Carr from Oklahoma CC. 

Pictorial Color Prints Club Totals 

 9  Clubs Participating 

49 Cowtown CC 

44 Dallas CC 

42 Oklahoma CC 

38 Lafayette PS 

37 Greater New Orleans CC 

  

  

37 Louisiana PS 

37 Slidell PC 

36 Jackson PS 

26 Beaumont CC 
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PICTORIAL B&W PRINTS 

Judged by Shreveport Photo Society 

Pictorial B&W Prints 

1st Place—“Stoneman Revisited” 

 By Ron Shue from Cowtown CC 

Pictorial B&W Prints - 3rd Place 
“Crossing the Red River” 

By Dee Overturf from Cowtown CC 

Pictorial B&W Prints Club Totals  

9 Clubs Participating 

Cowtown CC 47 
Oklahoma CC 45 
Dallas CC 43 
Jackson PS 41 
Louisiana 41 
Greater New Orleans CC 40 
Lafayette PS 38 
Slidell PC 20 
Beaumont CC 8 

Pictorial B&W Prints —2nd Place 
“Tree Snow Sky”   

By Jan Lee from Oklahoma CC 

1st    Title: Stoneman Revisited         13 
 Maker: Ron Shue 
 Club: Cowtown CC 

2nd    Title: Tree Snow Sky          12 
 Maker: Jan Lee 
 Club: Oklahoma CC 

 
3rd    Title: Crossing the Red River         12 

Maker: Dee Overturf 
 Club: Cowtown CC 
  
1st HM Title: Houma House IR #2         12 

Maker: Carol McCreary  
 Club: Oklahoma CC 

 
2

nd
 HM Title: St Loaf’s Oak          12 

              Maker:  Gary Kelly 
 Club:  Dallas CC 
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How to choose the best tripod:  

1. Balls of fire:  Ball heads are (usually) cheaper, lighter 
and more compact. This makes them perfect for travel 
and most other types of photography, but they’re less 
effective for precise framing and small adjustments. 

2. Three way precision: Three-way heads have separate 
pan, tilt and swivel movements. They take a little 
longer to set up, but they allow you to make small 
accurate adjustments, and to move the camera along 
one axis without disturbing the others. They’re ideal 
for studio work or more demanding landscape 
photography. But they’re bigger and heavier than ball 
heads, and the handles stick out so they’re less 
convenient to carry around. 

3. Legs akimbo: Most tripods let you select more than 
one leg angle, so you can splay the legs further apart to 
get the camera lower to the ground. Ideally, you 
should be able to adjust the angle for each leg 
individually, to allow for rough ground or shooting in 
awkward and confined spaces. The more you splay the 
legs, the stronger the legs need to be – spindly, multi-
section legs soon reveal their limitations.  

4. Clip or twist? - When you extend the legs, the sections 
will be locked into position with either a clip or a 
twisting collar. Clips can feel more secure, but they are 
affected by grip and sand and in cold weather they can 
be painful to use. Twisting collars are neater (they 
don’t stick out) and simple to use, though they need to 
be good quality to avoid wear and slippage over time. 

5. Columns or booms? - Any tripod will let you shoot 
horizontally, but what if you need to get over your 
subject to shoot it, or the tripod legs stop you getting 
close enough? Some tripods have a center column 
which can be rotated to act as an angled ‘boom’. This is 
a really useful feature if you do a lot of table-top or 
close-up photography. 

6. How low can you get? - For ultra-low-level shooting, 
some tripods let you split the center column and insert 
it upside down to get the camera right down to ground 
level. It’s a little more awkward to work with but it lets 
you shoot from angles which would normally be 
impossible. 

7. Quick release: Basic ball heads screw straight into the 
tripod socket on the base of the camera, but if you 
want to use the camera handheld for a couple of shots, 
you have to unscrew it again. More advanced heads 
and ‘quick-release’ plates – you can detach the camera 
by flicking a lever, then snap it back onto the tripod 
head to re-attach it. But it can be a fiddle attaching the 
plate to the camera. Some use screws with coin slots, 
but it’s better to have a butterfly nut you can tighten 
with your bare hands. 

8. Too many sections? - Legs with four or five sections 
fold down very small, which makes the tripod easier to 

carry, but they come with two major disadvantages. The first 
is that the legs end up quite thin and spindly, which affects 
the overall stability and rigidity. The second, less obvious 
problem is that they take longer to set up. Does this really 
make a difference? Yes, it does. 

9. Carbon fiber or alloy? - Carbon fiber is light and strong and 
ideal for travel or long-distance hiking, but it’s also more 
expensive. If weight isn’t a serious issue, a regular aluminum 
tripod is just as good – as long as you choose a good brand. 

10. Are gears good? - Some tripods come with geared center 
columns, which might seem like a good idea until you try it. 
It’s fine in the studio, where you want to make fine 
adjustments to the framing and you’ve got all day to do it, 
but out in the field a geared center column will just get in the 
way and slow you down. 

 

“The best tripod is the one you have with you”. 
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